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“At the same time that the problems increase in quantity, complexity, and difficulty, they
also change faster than before,” and require an attitude more like that of August Hecksher: “The
movement from a view of life as essentially simple and orderly to a view of life as complex and
ironic is what every individual passes through in becoming mature. But certain epochs
encourage this development; in them the paradoxical or dramatic outlook colors the whole
intellectual scene...Amid simplicity and order rationalism is born, but rationalism proves
inadequate in any period of upheaval. Then equilibrium must be created out of
opposites. Such inner peace as men gain must represent a tension between contradictions and
uncertainties....A feeling for paradox allows seemingly dissimilar things to exist side by side,
their very incongruity suggesting a kind of truth.” - August Hecksher
The Public Happiness, Atheneum Publishers, New York, 1962; p. 102
“One of the most serious charges against Modern architecture is its failure to produce
understandable theories about the relationship of one building to another.”
Paul Rudolph, Writings on Architecture. Yale University Press, New Haven 2008
Preface
As culture and technology evolve, how will modern architecture, and specifically works of the 
avant-garde, fare? This thesis argues that the thoughtful and deliberate adaptation of and addition to a
work of modern architecture can be a means to salvage it from the grips of obsolescence and to create 
something new that could not exist in a singular building conceived in one time. 
This thesis addresses the difficulty of adapting and adding to modern architecture of the recent 
past, which has yet to accrue age value or appreciation by the general public, and is still in the process 
of being understood within the field of architecture itself. It explores, in particular, the complexities of 
working with aberrant styles of 'late' modern architecture, which though arguably more valuable 
because unique and rare, pose an even greater challenge to preservation efforts. Two such movements 
developed in the post-war period are 'Techno-Futurism' and 'Brutalism,' both of which, in opposition 
to the ubiquitous International Style, attempted to embrace and expose the increasingly complex and 
rapidly evolving issues effecting architecture at that time.  As architecture today is no more well-
equipped to anticipate change and adapt, it would be useful to revisit the explorations of this fleeting 
era; both in the study of how to adapt works of that era to meet needs of today and of the future, as 
well as how to anticipate change in contemporary works of architecture.
The avant-garde is inherently bound to the idea of the obsolescence, championing innovation 
and progress while declaring all that preceded obsolete.  Ironically, these works light the very fire that 
will be their own demise; the avant-garde leaves obsolescence in its wake.  Building owners similary 
embrace the idea of obsolescence in architecture, capitalizing on the building depreciation tax 
deduction to maximize profits.  In this sense, it is the avant-garde that has become mainstream; the 
truly radical work of architecture eschews obsolescence by declaring architecture infinitely adaptable.
Introduction
Modern architects have typically taken for granted the notion of permanence in architecture. 
With the exception of non-secular architecture, its sights set on eternity, all architecture must adapt to 
survive. Time scales of life today have soared past that of traditional architecture – architectural 
design must now inherently anticipate change and architects must accept the only permanence is that 
of change. As Paul Rudolph stated in Yale Perspecta in 1961, 'change is the only constant.'
The deed of an architect is to mediate the real and the ideal. This oscillation lies at the heart of 
the creative process and also the process of evolution. Every architect imposes the ideal onto the real, 
each with their own recipe, and it is in this confrontation that architecture is born. Some architects see 
only flat horizons while others accept curves. In evolutionary science, adaptation is defined as “the 
evolutionary process whereby an organism becomes better able to live in its habitat.”i  An adaptive trait
is “an aspect of the developmental pattern of the organism which enables or enhances the probability 
of that organism surviving and reproducing.”ii  As in evolutionary science, so in architecture. Works of
architecture that, due to various factors and forces, are under-performing or have waned in 
functionality, can be made to function optimally through strategic accenting of strong elements and 
adapting of weak ones.
This thesis follows a general overview of the development of the concept of obsolescence in 
architecture through the twentieth century, with a focus on architectural trends of the immediate post-
war period, when architects began to respond to the issue of obsolescence.  The second part of the 
thesis examines a selection of works by Paul Rudolph that have waned in functionality and popularity.
These works underwent recent campaigns of renovation and addition in the effort of preservation, 
and the success of each project is assessed. A more thorough assessment is undertaken of the Orange 
County Government Center in Goshen, NY, a Rudolph building that has suffered technical difficulties 
and public disfavor since its completion in 1966; the forces and factors surrounding this building and 
its controversial history are parsed.  The findings and assessments inform the development of a design
proposal for the adaptation of and addition to the Government Center.  Finally, from the case study 
assessments and design exercise is distilled a design methodology for adapting and adding to works 
of modern architecture.
I. Modernity and Obsolescence
“Current American Architecture is not a matter of art, but of business. A building must
pay or there will be no investor ready...to meet its cost. This is at once the curse and the
glory of American Architecture.” Barr Ferree, 1893 AIA National Convention
Disposing of buildings in the service of a perceived greater good is an ancient practice; 
disposability as a result of changing styles or the obsolescence of technologies housed within, is a 
relatively recent phenomenon. The disposability of buildings was likely augmented by the 
development of dynamite in the mid-1800's.  For example, one technique for preventing or slowing 
the spread of fires within cities in that period was the strategic use of dynamite to demolish buildings 
within a fire's path to create “firebreaks.”iii Dynamite was also used to demolish buildings partially 
damaged by fire, which were to be replaced out of necessity. Another prominent historical example of 
large scale demolition of buildings in the effort of city planning is that of Haussmann's renovation of 
Paris under Napolean III. 
In the early twentieth century, advances in construction technology and industry led to the 
construction of skyscrapers in New York and Chicago, the structures of which were hybrids of 
masonry and steel. In 1896, the Gillender family, of tobacco wealth, owned a 6-story office building on 
the corner of Wall Street and Nassau Street; they decided to replace it with a 300-foot tall tower, 
capitalizing on a tenfold increase in land value. The Gillenders hurried to build the new tower prior to
the enactment of stricter building code that came into effect in 1916, which provides some explanation 
for the eventual shortcomings of the building.  It was designed by Charles I. Berg and Edward H. 
Clark. Structurally, the building employed a fully wind-braced steel frame with masonry infill. 
Advertised as fully fireproof and as the most modern tower on the market, the Gillender Building was
occupied by financial firms throughout its short lifetime.iv
The Gillender Building cost $500,000 to construct and attracted attention due to the 
disproportion of its height and footprint, which commanded a relatively low rentable area; the 
building was deemed economically obsolete from its inception. The new structure occupied a narrow 
strip of land measuring twenty-six by seventy-three feet, limiting the possibility of efficient space 
planning.  Unstable soil required the use of caisson foundations, which consumed the underground 
space that could otherwise have been occupied by vaults or retail storage; this further reduced the 
building's value. In 1897, the rentable area of about 30,000 square feet was average for a typical pre-
skyscraper building in Manhattan. The odd slenderness was made more evident in 1903, when the 
new Hanover National Bank Building, located on the same Nassau street block and only marginally 
taller, dwarfed the Gillender.v
The Gillender Building was located at the northwest corner of Wall street and Nassau street, 
directly across from the New York Stock Exchange, on a site that soon became extremely desirable.  
The land in 1840 was valued at $55,000 and by 1910 was valued at $1,250,000.   In 1909, after only 
thirteen years in existence, the building made headlines as the first skyscraper to be marked for 
destruction. It was sold to J.P. Morgan for a record price of $822 per square foot of land and was 
demolished in April–June 1910 to make way for the 41–story Bankers Trust tower at 14 Wall Street. It 
was the first skyscraper in the city to be demolished and at 17 stories in height, briefly held the title of 
the tallest building ever demolished intentionally. The press described the demolition as "one of the 
largest building operations ever undertaken in New York.” The granite slabs of the Gillender Building 
were recycled as tombstones at Greenwood Cemetery in Brooklyn.vi
The Gillender marked the beginning of a trend as early skyscrapers were quickly superseded 
by taller variations. A 1926 article in the New York Times reported that replaced buildings averaged a 
life of less than 28 years, indicating that the useful and profitable life of construction in the preceding 
55 years had been a little over a third of the probable physical existence, assuming proper 
maintenance.vii  The phenomenon sparked studies on building depreciation such as those done by 
engineer Reginald Pelham Bolton. His study, 'Building for Profit', was published a year after the 
Gillender was demolished. Prior to this, the ideas of depreciation and obsolescence existed but, having
originated in industry and particularly in the railroad industry to assess plants and equipment, were 
discussed in terms only of physical condition. Bolton realized that depreciation of buildings was a 
complex matter effected by a variety of conditions. He examined building typologies in relation to 
square footage and construction cost, appreciation of land value, physical depreciation of building 
types, and depreciation by quality of materials as a direct result of lifespan of building materials.  
Bolton performed an analysis of the Gillender building and labeled it the first example where 
'financial decay' was the primary force behind depreciation. 
“In these days the durability of building materials has mostly been dropped from the list....in 
practice it is found that the physical is almost certain to exceed the economic
durability of a building” - Reginald Boltonviii
Bolton sought to identify the causes behind obsolescence, tabulated by building type and 
organized according to rates of change. He “rationalized the chaos of the capitalist built environment 
in one of its periodic spasms of regeneration.”ix The incident of the Gillender building and those that 
followed struck fear in the hearts of building owners in the US. The National Building Owner's and 
Manager's Association, a professional organization for commercial real estate professionals, was 
founded in 1908. It was dedicated to the needs of a young industry on the brink of extraordinary 
growth and prosperity. They established a national building code between 1913 and 1916, lobbied 
against tax increases during WWI and adopted the Standard Method of Floor Measurement. In the 
roaring 1920's NABOM developed strategies, standards and policies that set essential guidelines for 
'managed growth.' x
 In 1909, the same year in which the Supreme Court recognized the legitimacy of depreciation 
accounting for regulated industries, the concept of depreciation was accepted for the first time in U.S. 
tax law. The corporate "excise" tax of that year authorized a deduction for depreciation. In the same 
year, Congress approved and submitted to the states the Sixteenth Amendment to the Constitution, 
which authorized "taxes on incomes, from whatever sources derived,…” Four years later, the 
Sixteenth Amendment was ratified, and Section 11 of the Tariff Act of 1913 established a tax on the net 
income of corporations and individuals. The Tariff Act allowed individuals "a reasonable allowance 
for the exhaustion, wear and tear of property arising out of its use or employment in the business.” 
The Chicago-based association for building owners and managers applied scientific methods 
in determining how to protect members from risk; they autopsied lost Chicago landmarks such as the 
Tacoma building, which had an inefficient floor layout that proved too restrictive to growth, and 
Richardson's Marshall Field Wholesale Store, with masonry bearing walls that proved difficult to 
adapt. In Chicago's loop district, a 30-year life span was assigned to buildings for tax purposes and in 
the early 1930's the office building lifespan was officially set at 40 years by the Federal government – 
essentially a government subsidy for private capitalist reinvestment.xi  In 1930, NABOM surveyed that,
in New York, there were few if any buildings over forty years of age on Lower Broadway near Wall 
Street, and practically the entire loop district of Chicago had been rebuilt twice since the 1870 fire, and 
much of it three and four times over.xii
In the 1930's, European cities were given an 80-year lifespan by Swiss architect Hans Bernouli. 
East German tenements were deemed obsolete in Socialist society and, in America, urban obsolescence
denoted substandard economic and public health performance, quantifiable by appraisal forms.  A 
prominent example is Boston's West End neighborhood, demolished in the late 1950's to make way for
urban renewal, where MIT urban planner Frederick Adams essentially “authored the West End's
obsolescence.”  The language of Obsolescence was formed from the combined objective assessment of 
performance and value and subjective label of blight, which insinuated naturalistic contagion, playing 
to emotion.xiii Oddly, Boston's West End district was not statistically the city's worst – the Back Bay and
North End were equally or more blighted - but both had cultural cache and political clout that the 
West End, a socially incohesive neighborhood of working class immigrants, lacked. Downtown 
merchants in the adjacent business district were pushing for the urban renewal project in hopes of 
gentrification. 
Today, there is a nostalgia for the old West End neighborhood. New housing mimics the form 
of the old and there is an 'Old West End' museum.xiv  Ironically, works included in the 1960's urban 
renewal project, such as Paul Rudolph's Boston Government Center building, are today themselves 
considered obsolete and ripe for demolition.  Abramson claims that this discourse of urban 
obsolescence was strategically aimed to create the illusion of statistical truth and short architectural 
lives in the eyes of the law, in order to influence public policy towards a greater tax subsidy for real 
estate capitalism. He hints that planned obsolescence may have even been a means to end the Great 
Depression, just as style obsolescence was promoted by industrial designers in the 1930's to stimulate 
demand for consumer products and increase profits in a cycle that has become integral to American / 
Western culture.xv
Today, the concept of obsolescence has re-emerged as a tool against the cause of preservation. 
A recent well-publicized case is that of Prentice Women's Hospital, a nine-story tower, cloverleaf in 
plan and cantilevered over a rectangular five-story building, designed by Bertrand Goldberg. The 
hospital is in the 'Brutalist' style, an avant-garde movement of the late 1960's that developed as a 
reaction to the then-ubiquitous International Style. The tower housed a maternity center with nursing 
stations located in the central core and patient wards in the four lobes in order to minimize distance 
between nurse and patient, maintain eye contact and a provide a high level of comfort. The architect 
thoughtfully looked for a more humane solution to the cold anonymity of modern hospitals, “with 
patients gathered in four small groups per floor, each group with a nursing center, to provide better 
attention for the patient and fewer steps for the nurse and doctor.”xvi The unique shape, with the tower
cantilevering off the central core, succeeded in eliminating the need for supports in the lower building,
as well as the need for columns in the tower. The innovative structural solution could only be achieved
with the use of new computer modeling tools adapted from the aeronautical industry. 
Due to limited space, Northwestern University vacated the building in 2011 and opened a new 
hospital nearby. Preservationists and prominent architects signed a petition to save Prentice but, 
despite owning a vacant block across the street, Northwestern has begun the process of demolition. 
Northwestern plans to replace the building with a new medical research facility designed by Perkins +
Wills. The fate of Prentice was greatly affected by the election of Rahm Emanuel as mayor of Chicago, 
and the subsequent re-staffing of the Chicago preservation commission.xvii Various proposals and 
reports, including a study produced in 2011 by Jacobs Consultancy, Inc.,xviii show plans for adaptation 
and addition to be significantly lower in cost than those for demolition and replacement. The nail in 
Prentice's coffin was arguably it's “outdated” style. Ultimately, the myth of inevitable obsolescence in 
architecture has become embedded in the American public consciousness.
II. Adapting the Aging Avant-Garde – Post-War or 'Late' Modern Architecture
The concept of the “avant-garde”, as understood today, stems in part from Olinde Rodrigues' 
essay "L'artiste, le savant et l'industriel" ("The artist, the scientist and the industrialist", 1825); 
Rodrigues called on artists to "serve as [the people's] avantgarde", insisting that "the power of the arts 
is indeed the most immediate and fastest way" to social, political and economic reform.xix
The post-war period in modern architecture marked a sea change; the “avant-garde of 1967, 
repeated the “deeds and gestures of those of 1917,”xx in which architects began to critique modernity 
and undermine the International Style. “The International Style, through its brilliant gestures, created 
most persuasive images of modern life. But in its forty-year history, now drawing to a close, many 
architects have come to 'question some of the early dogmas, especially the romanticisms regarding the
machine....' They have come to realize, as did Paul Rudolph, that there are 'many ways of organizing a
building or, more importantly an environment...The International Style was only the opening chord in
a great movement.' These 'principles' of design which once seemed so right are no longer adequate, 
and all that remains, as Rudolph states it, is the uneasy knowledge that 'change is the only constant.' 
“xxi
In the post-World War II development boom, with the emergence of a new throw-away 
consumer pop culture, the ideas of obsolescence and expendability began to make waves in the field 
of architecture. This moment also gave birth to the historic preservation movement, following the 
demolition of Penn Station, and the environmental movement, which branched off into the 
sustainability movement. The following section will explore two diametrically opposed movements of
this era – the 'techno-futurists' and the 'Brutalists.'  Both turned from the International Style in a 
critique of modernism; theyalso  similarly embraced the increasing flux and complexities of their time,
but proceeded in opposite directions.
The 'techno-futurists' sought to emphasize the inevitability of change and expose the less 
glamorous functions of a building; functions were so militantly concealed in works of the 
International Style.. The movement drew from Buckminster Fuller's highly technological, exposed 
geometric frames in an attempt to accommodate the rapidly changing programs and daily life 
patterns of 1960's society. This manifested in radical experimentation with flexible & disposable 
architecture, such as Archigram's Plug In City, which featured 40-year lifespan infrastructure, inserted 
20-year towers and mobile cranes to hoist 3-year bathroom kitchen modules.xxii Other examples of 
architects grappling with obsolescence include Ezra Ehrenkrantz's open plan, truss-roofed factory 
shed – adapted for schools, offices, labs, hospitals – all stacked vertically with services between; Renzo
Piano and Richard Roger's Pompidou Center with externalized services; Mies van der Rohe's concept 
of 'universal space' and submerging of services, as at the Neue Nationalgalerie in Berlin; and 
Metabolist Kurokawa's Frame and Capsule Megastructures.xxiii
In Britain, state-funded scientific studies of architectural obsolescence were undertaken to 
increase the efficiency of welfare state services. Richard Llewelyn Davis performed studies on hospital
buildings, such as that of Northwick Park Hospital, Britain's largest medical complex. He employed a 
loose-jointed site plan with an indeterminate architecture of 'demolishable' blocks and growing ends, 
demountable fire stairs, and removable steel panels for expansion. Taking into account both growth 
and attrition, the complex could flex with the unpredictable contingencies of obsolescence, grow with 
order and change with calm.xxiv 
Reyner Banham's aesthetics of expendability for the throw-away economy inspired Archigram 
as well as Cedric Price, whose fun palace for experimental leisure and self-realization embraced 
obsolescence, unshackled from the past and facing the future. In another project, Price's academic 
network built amongst industrial ruins simultaneously grew and was demolished, with futuristic 
hoisted classroom capsules. This was the age of “historicide,” of “eating the past,” and of “waste 
makers.”xxv  As a result of the 1970's energy crisis, the radical experimentation of the 60's, which 
imagined a much faster rate of change and growth, met with critical antipathy – though some of the 
ideas re-emerged in the later trend of adaptive reuse. 
Another avant-garde of the late 1960's, today known as 'Brutalism,' sought to counter the cold, 
anonymous, and homogenous rigidity of the International Style, in an effort to evoke “visual delight” 
and return “vitality and validity”to architecture.xxvi  Its name derives from Le Corbusier's 'beton brut,' 
or raw concrete. Architects associated with this style, including Paul Rudolph, Bertrand Goldberg, and
Moshe Safdie, recognized the need for architects to address and embrace the increasing complexity of 
the time. There was also awareness in the architecture field of the need for flexibility. While the 
'Techno-futurists' eschewed permanence, theorists like Robert Venturi maintained a need for 
permanence that may also have worked to hinder adaptation. “The multifunctioning room is a 
possibly truer answer to the Modern architect's concern with flexibility. The room with a generic 
rather than a specific purpose...promotes a perceptual flexibility rather than a physical flexibility, and 
permits the toughness and permanence still necessary in our building.”xxvii
“The characteristic of [avant-garde] works is “the new” which will be overcome and made 
obsolete through the novelty of the next style. But, while that which is merely “stylish” will soon 
become out-moded, that which is modern preserves a secret tie to the classical. Of course, whatever 
can survive time has always been considered to be a classic. But the emphatically modern document 
no longer borrows this power of being a classic from the authority of a past epoch; instead a modern 
work becomes a classic because it has once been authentically modern.”xxviii
“The avant-garde is in every respect more radical than modernity. Less flexible and tolerant of 
nuances, it is naturally more dogmatic-both in the sense of self-assertion and, conversely, in the sense 
of self-destruction. The avant-garde borrows practically all its elements from the modern tradition but 
at the same time blows them up, exaggerates them, and places them in the most unexpected contexts, 
often making them almost completely unrecognizable...representatives of the avant-garde consciously 
turned against the stylistic expectations of the general public.”xxix
In the late 1960's architects courageously and admirably set out to meet the rising complexity 
of the times. However, while architects set out to solve more problems of higher complexity, they 
failed to address the fact that the problems themselves would also evolve more quickly.  “At the same 
time that the problems increase in quantity, complexity, and difficulty, they also change faster than 
before...” xxx  While there is much to be learned from these works, the intense focus on critiquing 
modernism and the International Style and high level of specificity in solving problems of that 
moment, likely hindered the ability of those works to adapt and evolve with the accelerating change 
of the times. 
Paul Rudolph
Paul Rudolph was one of the most prominent American architects of the post-war era. His 
work stylistically and chronologically spanned between International Style and Postmodernism.
Paul Rudolph was born in 1918 and grew up in Alabama; his father was a Methodist minister. He 
graduated from Auburn University and Harvard GSD; while enrolled at Harvard he served in the 
Naval Reserve, designing and building ships. At Harvard he studied under Walter Gropius and was 
classmates with I.M. Pei and Philip Johnson. Rudolph started out working with a partner in Sarasota, 
Florida where he designed primarily high-end residential work.  Sarasota High School was the most 
notable work from this period. As the work gradually gained recognition he was invited to lecture 
across the country, designed exhibits at the MOMA and, in 1957, became dean of the Yale School of 
Architecture, where he stayed for 9 years. Some of his notable students include Robert Stern, Norman 
Foster and Der Scutt. xxxi While at Yale he received important commissions including the Umass 
Dartmouth campus, Jewett Art Center at Wellesley and the Boston Government Center. 
His most significant work is widely considered to be the controversial Art and Architecture 
building at Yale. While initially well-received, the A+A building endured a period of disfavor in the 
70's and was victim to acts of vandalism and a suspicious fire. The A+A building recently underwent a
thoughtful and successful renovation by Gwathmey Siegel Architects, which will be discussed further 
in Section V. The popularity of his uniquely dynamic, Brutalist architecture eventually waned, along 
with the rise of Postmodernism, and by the 1970's he received few commissions in the United States. 
In the following few decades before his death in 1997, he completed projects in Southeast Asia, 
including the Bond Centre in Hong Kong. Rudolph spent his last years living at the apartment he 
designed on Beekman Place in Manhattan.xxxii Rudolph donated the archive of his work to the Library 
of Congress; an informal conversation with Ford Peatross, director of the architectural drawing 
archive at the Library of Congress, revealed that Rudolph chose this as the site for his archive upon 
visiting an exhibit that included drawings by Borromini.
III. Orange County Government Center
Intended to be both functional and expressive, the Orange County Government Center 
building has lost both its functionality and expressive qualities for all but those in the architectural 
community and their sympathizers; as a result of its perceived loss of value it is repeatedly threatened 
with demolition. The building has now become a quintessential example of so-called 'obsolete' 
Brutalist architecture. In the late 1960's, Brutalism was a preferred style for civic buildings in an 
attempt to reassert strength and express monumentality. As perceptions have changed, the building is 
now viewed by the politically conservative local constituency as an incomprehensible, non-functional, 
overbearing and brutal alien. With its myriad technical issues and highly complex form, it now 
represents the negative qualities of government and bureaucracy – mystifyingly opaque and 
confusing, intrusive and unwanted, bulky and dysfunctional. The architecturally avant-garde 
government center acts as a counterpoint to the sea of 19th century buildings in the Main Street area of
its town. It is fittingly located on the outskirts of the town center but is still too close for comfort and 
too often used to be easily ignored. While vilified from within the local community the building is 
admired from without. It is viewed by the global architectural community, those who have been 
educated to read its language, and the preservation community that can forsee the implications of its 
loss, as a unique, dynamic and valuable work of architecture.
History
In 1963, the Board of Supervisors for Orange County in Upstate New York sought a bold, 
unique design for a new government building that would reflect their progressive vision. The site was 
to be located in the small village of Goshen in upstate New York, the population of which is currently 
approximately 13,000. Of eight proposals submitted to the county, Paul Rudolph's was chosen and he 
began work with Peter Barbone, a local architect, in 1963, while acting dean at the Yale School of 
Architecture.xxxiii In 1964, according to a letter to Paul Rudolph from Orange County, the scope of the 
project was still very much in flux; there followed extensive correspondence between various 
government agencies in Orange County and Rudolph's office.xxxiv  County representatives were 
hesitant of Rudolph's design stating “there has been no real effort by the architects to confer with it 
relative to its suggestions...We note with disappointment that the proposed building is planned as a 
three-story building, rather than a complex of buildings as we recommended...the plan furnished to 
us...falls far short of the required needs for complete Court facilities.”xxxv Due to the continual changes 
to the scope and program, as well as budgetary issues, a design was not submitted until 1966 and the 
building was not opened until October of 1970.
Program Changes 
Originally, like most New York counties, Orange County was governed by a 37-member Board 
of Supervisors. In 1968, two years after the government center opened, the county adopted a new 
charter that changed the structure of the government by creating a legislature and county executive. 
As a result of this program change, Rudolph's design underwent reconfiguration of interior spaces 
during and after construction. “Even before the county moved in, a change in the form of government 
necessitated some radical changes in design. In order to make space for the executive's office, a 
position that had not existed under the board of supervisors form of government, partitions were put 
in halving the space allocated for the county planning department. Now the planners are pinched for 
room.”xxxvi
An article in the local newspaper noted that county officials were considering an addition or 
entire new building.xxxvii  The article claims that the previous board of supervisors underestimated the 
rapid growth of the county government. “We are running out of space because we are providing more
and more services at the county level...with President Nixon's new federalism we can expect federal 
government will return even more services to the counties.” From 1966 to 1973 the number of county 
employees increased from 600 to 1500. Today, Orange County is governed by the same charter calling 
for an elected county executive and a 21 member county legislature elected from 21 single member 
districts. xxxviii
As early as 1970, Paul Rudolph's office began receiving letters from the O.C. Planning 
Commission regarding the need for expansion. “Planning Dept. claims they are crowded and have 
some ideas including expanding into hall...some wild ideas are being suggested...get rid of pine trees 
and close in plaza.”xxxix  In a note from Rudolph's Officexl, responding to the question “Can
building be enlarged upward?” he gave the following three options: “1. Yes, probably but with 
different kind of structure of lighter materials. Natural light may suffer. 2. A separate but attached 
building could be connected to North-South-East or West sides 3. A lean-to could be added to 
windowless sides (east & west) but all this would depend on space requirements & proximity with 
existing facilities.”xli
Critical Reception
The Orange County Government Center design was controversial from its unveiling in 1966. A 
local newspaper stated that Rudolph's design “displays courage and vision.” Rudolph “approached 
the task from a functional position, designing the center from its interior.” “The structure would be 
distinctly modern in exterior appearance, in contrast to the many older designs of other buildings in 
the community. However, as architect Paul Rudolph explained, other Goshen buildings vary widely in
style so it would have been difficult to fashion a new building design which would not have differed 
from other Goshen structures.”xlii  Orange County expected the building to “accommodate the 
county's future needs, possibly for as much as 15 years” however noting that “growth has been 
accelerating in Orange County in recent years and the planning experts now forecast a great increase 
in this acceleration during the next decade.”xliii
“Reactions in Goshen to plans for the proposed county building ranged Monday from “I like 
it” to “Let's wait and see” to “It's horrible.” A county legislator said that “the people of Goshen should
not necessarily insist on a colonial style building because modern architecture can be beautiful, too.” A
member of the planning board said the building will “disturb the whole future and planning of 
Goshen. It stands out like a sore thumb.” He added it would upset the “move to make Goshen a 
national landmark.”xliv According to another article in the Times Herald Record, “although a few were 
obviously surprised at its modernistic exterior, the Orange County Board of Supervisors Friday 
appeared to be generally satisfied with architect Paul Rudolph's concept of the proposed $4.6 million 
county office-courthouse building.” There must have been a general consensus of faith that the radical
design was revolutionary, would become iconic and gain favor over time. Another county supervisor 
said “the design for the county building is “ultra” but observed that “I'll probably learn to enjoy it in 
10 years.”xlv
Architectural Description
The three separate but connected wings of the building are assembled in a 'U'-shape around an
internal, elevated courtyard. The three wings read as a singular object, not raised above but set apart, 
with a significant setback from the surrounding context. The building was placed far back from the 
streets to preserve the greatest number of trees.xlvi  A natural ravine runs along the western length of 
the site, countered by a landscaped promenade area along the eastern sidewalk (Main Street). The 
Government Center is designed to be read differently from each direction. The south and east 
elevations are primary; they are scaled and articulated to be read at 40 mph, by cars approaching from
the main highway and Main Street area. From this approach the building's scale evokes 
monumentality, power and frozen motion.
The emphatic north-south axiality, an effect of the structural system, gives the building the 
appearance of dynamically exploding in two directions simultaneously; the judicial wing to the north 
(Div. 3) and legislative toward the south (Div. 1), while the central wing (Div. 2) anchors both in a state
of constant tension. The massive, undulating forms of the north and south facades cantilever outward 
and are supported sparingly at the outermost edges with relatively delicate columns, anticipating 
billowing expansion. While the three-story exterior perimeter of the building is intentionally imposing
in scale, the site slopes up towards the center to create an intimate two-story courtyard where the 
government programs meet and face one other. The elevated courtyard was intended to “add to the 
monumentality and appearance of the county center.”xlvii It is articulated at a human scale and was 
contoured with cascading steps, since removed, to host events and imply a sense of fluid connection 
between buildings and programs.
The interior layout of each of the three wings typically comprises a grand entrance area, which 
faces the shared courtyard and is ringed by private offices or courtrooms. Rudolph sought to emulate 
Mies' “implied” or “universal” space through the interplay of massive volumes. The volumes shift 
against one another while exploding upwards and out, resulting in interpenetration of spaces, as well 
as allowing natural light into every interior space. He aimed for an interior transparency and a sense 
of flow between grand, formal shared spaces and private, functional spaces; possibly representing a 
ideal functioning of government.
Structural & Mechanical Systems
The structural engineer for the project was Lev Zetlin Associates, Inc. The wall system is 
composed of poured concrete faced on either side with exposed “split-rib” or “corduroy” concrete 
block. The structural system consists of a North-South oriented structural grid of 5-foot wide beams at
18-feet on center spanning 40 to 50 feet, which run uniformly through all three wings of the building, 
creating a strong axiality; the axial structural system implies expansion on the exterior while stitching 
spaces together on the interior. The beams frame 6-8” thick slabs and span between adjacent columns 
of various elevations, with slabs changing direction up to four times. The exposed concrete was 
formed with 2-inch tongue-and-groove form boards for slabs and plastic-coated plywood for beam 
sides and soffits. Mechanical systems are tucked beneath the beams and feed into rooftop penthouses 
and a mechanical hub located in Division 2.xlviii
Program and Circulation
The original program layout included publicly-accessed departments, such as passports and 
DMV, on the entry floor of Division 1; administrative offices were located above and records below; 
Large courts and associated departments were located in Division 3 and smaller adult and juvenile 
courts in Division 2; offices were located above and mechanical rooms below. The largest courtroom 
seats 125 spectators and the smallest 24. Courtrooms are surrounded by judges' chambers and other 
legal offices.xlix  Each building has one main entry and two secondary entrances. Divisions 1 and 3 each
feature an entry foyer followed by a grand double-height public atrium lined with Rudolph's 
signature benches and red carpet. Circulation generally occurs along the perimeter of the atrium, with 
more private, subdivided office areas beyond the perimeter. The original interiors were organized in 
concentric arcs that reverberate in a centrifugal motion out from the center of the courtyard towards 
the outer edges of the buildings, each with a higher degree of intimacy of scale and specificity. 
Division 2 is organized in a differently, with a central circulation corridor running North-South and 
program to either side.
Rudolph on the Orange County Government Center
"Paul Rudolph considers this building his most important current project in terms of the 
development of his design ideas. ‘I am working with Mies van der Rohe’s concept of implied space.’ 
The plans, sections and isometrics reveal a building of spatial complexity, assembled within a 
structural and mechanical framework of simplicity. The column spacing is regular and both the air-
conditioning ducts and light fixtures are in the structural module, tucked under the beams. Concrete 
slabs frame the short spans which will be free of the clutter of mechanical equipment. Great 
clerestories carefully oriented to the south or north provide natural light for interior spaces. From the
exterior one is able to sense the forms of the rooms within. Its many-faceted aspect
breaks down the scale and brings the immense building into a better relationship with the smaller 
structures which surround it.”l
Rudolph “explained that the exterior reflected on the outside the functions that are inside. He 
said the design is representative of modern building techniques and was developed from the inside to 
the outside.”li “Scale had an important part here. The surrounding buildings are residential – 
comparatively small and placed on big lots. The houses have lines broken by porches, dormer 
windows, bays and balconies. The proposed county center, therefore, has many broken lines and is 
reduced to three connected buildings, all lower than the house on the other side of Main Street.” 
Rudolph did not “see fit to set down one great big ball” in a residential area” and predicted that “the 
simple lines would be as good now as 50 years from now.” He wanted to avoid “gimmicks and 
faddisms of the moment.”lii “In keeping with the scale and character of the existing buildings in the 
village, the height of the county center has been restricted to three stories, and in respect to the many 
styles of architecture found in the neighborhood which are unified by a delicacy of scale, the bulk of 
the building has been subdivided into many small masses.”liii
Technical Issues
The building has experienced technical issues since its completion but none are unique to the 
building or especially extreme. The complex, highly variegated forms of the building lead to a larger 
quantity of vulnerable areas but in general the technical problems are not uncommon in buildings of 
the 20th century. The 'Physical Condition Assessment of the Orange County Government Center 
Report – Orange County Department of Public Worksliv produced by designLAB architects and other 
consultants in May of 2013 outlines the condition of the building as follows:
Water Infiltration
The building suffered water infiltration soon after its completion following a severe storm in 
1970 and systemic leaking in decades since. Over eighty separate flat roofs, and miles of potentially 
faulty or inevitably vulnerable flashing conditions, proved to be problematic. The report points to 
“cold joints” between roof planes and walls as a potential source of infiltration. However, a roof 
condition detail in the original documents shows no joint in the poured-in-place structure. Roof 
membrane and flashing options were limited at the time of construction and regular maintenance was 
likely not performed. The roofs were entirely replaced in the 1980's, when the original membrane was 
at the end of it's lifespan, with a single-ply membrane. According to the condition report, the flashing 
installation at that time was poor quality and did not provide adequate protection. The existing 
roofing assembly is today long past its service life and requires replacement. The ideal system would 
consist of a multi-ply liquid applied membrane system atop a pourable fill sloped to the drains with 
liquid applied and metal flashing installed at adequate height with proper detailing. The CMU-faced 
walls require repointing, which is particularly difficult due to the “split-rib” profile, but the masonry 
walls are not considered to be a primary source of water infiltration. 
Handicap Accessibility
Rudolph sought to create 'implied space,' a concept derived from Mies van der Rohe's idea of 
'universal' space.  His 'implied space' however, was not horizontal like that of Mies, but three-
dimensional, akin to that of Baroque churches. Rudolph employed multiple, subtle changes in floor 
level, which today pose an impediment for handicap accessibility. The original entry to the building 
was via a monumental stair that tucked beneath the entrance canopy; that stair has since been ramped 
over with concrete. The courtyard was originally contoured with cascading steps, going from an 
elevation of 4'-0” above grade at the base to various levels at 7'0”, 11'-0” and 13'-0.” The exterior steps 
have since been covered with earth.  Handicap access on the interior has been achieved with the less 
elegant solution of installing multiple wheelchair lifts.
Flooding, Equipment Damage, Mold and Fungus
The site is bisected by a drainage canal that floods periodically. The report found that the site 
drainage system overall suffered from lapsed maintenance and required repair. The site flooded 
during Hurricane Sandy in 2012, damaging mechanical and electrical equipment housed in the most 
vulnerable location, on the lower level of Division 2.
Interior Modifications
By 1972, changes were being made to the interior of the building – some in response to 
program changes and others making the highly designed modern interiors more hospitable for 
employees. Due to inadequate acoustics in the legislative chamber microphones were added. Desk 
lighting was corrected by “sawing off the standards and lowering each light so that legislators could 
see their colleagues across the room.” The large south-facing windows allowed too much light and 
were “covered with brown paper” with a later addition of “permanent installation over those high 
and useless windows.” Landscape maintenance and snow-plowing were difficult due to the “long and
hazardous piers that pop out at every corner and in between to make an unavoidable obstacle course 
of the only passage through the grounds.” As a result, some of the piers have since been removed.lv
Recent History and Current Condition
The most detrimental forces against the building have been public disfavor and subsequent 
neglect of maintenance. The Orange County Government Center is one of the many “government 
buildings that received considerable public and professional acclaim at the time of their completion 
but were never fully embraced by their respective localities and have regularly been threatened with 
severe alterations or even demolition.”lvi The last county executive, Edward Diana, was the primary 
force behind the push for demolition. As a result of decades of piecemeal and stop-gap modifications 
& repairs, the push for demolition and subsequent neglect – the building was put on the World 
Monuments Fund watch list in 2012. A grassroots campaign was started to save the building and The 
Paul Rudolph Foundation has been involved.lvii
IV. Architectural Analysis
Rudolph was greatly influenced by Le Corbusier and Frank Lloyd Wright and appreciated 
certain principles of Gropius and Mies van der Rohe, such as 'universal' space.  He was a pragmatic 
thinker who aimed not only to solve problems but for his architecture to honestly and proudly exhibit 
and integrate within the design the struggle of tackling problems. “His purpose was not to build 
modish or faddish buildings but structures which met and fulfilled a need.”lviii  This method was in 
direct opposition to that of the International Style, which separated and concealed the complexity of 
reality.  Paul Rudolph has clearly stated the implications of Mies' point of view: “All problems can 
never be solved....Indeed it is a characteristic of the twentieth century that architects are highly 
selective in determining which problems they want to solve. Mies, for instance, makes wonderful 
buildings only because he ignores many aspects of a building. If he solved more problems, his 
buildings would be far less potent.”lix 
This point is made clear in Spanish architect Andre Jaque's installation at the Barcelona 
Pavilion, in which he “took all the cleaning supplies and other mundane treasures out of the storage, 
exposing the less-than-picturesque details that make a building run.”lx   “The installation proposes a 
reconciliation of these separate worlds. Twenty-three interventions pair the "ordinary" with the 
"sublime..."lxi  Mies' work has not been altered much – both because many are protected but also 
because “instances of alteration that do exist stand out like black flies on the white marble wall.” 
Restoration and addition projects are in the works for the Neue Nationalgalerie in Berlin and Martin 
Luther King Library in Washington, D.C.
Rudolph often cited his distaste for the International Style and his architectural principles are 
generally in direct opposition, with the exception of 'implied space.' However, the 'International Style' 
has proliferated globally and continues to do so. In his piece 'On Aggregators,' David Joselit posits 
that “the history of modernism...proceeded according to a dialectical opposition between avant-garde 
innovation and the enunciations of international styles.” He cites the importance of the avant-garde 
for innovation while simultaneously defending the International Style, for its simultaneous finitude 
and elasticity, and for its ability to endure, spreading so thinly and widely across cultures. It may 
provide some hints in the effort to achieve the aesthetic and functional longevity that eluded other 
modernist styles, such as Brutalism.
Paul Rudolph and the International Style
Mies lives in the ideal and Rudolph in the real. Rudolph defines and limits spaces physically 
with a high level of specificity to program, while Mies's architecture is programmatically neutral. The 
uninhibited flow of sunlight through a Miesian plane of glass is, to the general public, preferred to 
Rudolph's attempts to control and direct, or even withhold, sunlight. Rudolphs's 'implied space' is 
created with level changes, low walls and built-in furniture while Mies' with architectural elements, 
such as wall and column. Rudolph's works evoke physical permanence through material solidity and 
bulk, but have ironically failed to endure. The International Style evokes a fragile materiality, even 
ephemerality, but in its anonymity has become ubiquitous and eternal. The Government Center 
expresses dynamism, a frozen moment of an accelerating force; this is arguably more static than Mies' 
work, which is apparently static but speaks not to a moment but to eternity.  Indeterminacy and 
sparsity lead to aesthetic longevity; the lesson is not “less is more” but “less goes further” or “less 
lasts.”
Rudolph and Mies - Columns
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V. Case Studies – Adapting and Adding to Rudolph
Yale A+A and the Loria Center by Gwathmey Siegel & Associates Architects
The Yale Art + Architecture building was designed by Rudolph while he was dean of the 
architecture school and is arguably his masterpiece. It suffered a period of disfavor during the reign of
Post-Modernism, and was severely damaged in a mysterious fire in 1970. Now called Rudolph Hall, it 
was renovated and expanded in 2008 by Gwathmey Siegel & Associates Architects. The addition is 
87,000 square feet and sheathed in limestone and zinc. “The renovation and restoration of Rudolph's 
Art + Architecture building has been among the most meaningful projects of my career. It is a building
of great intricacy, often breathtaking beauty, and major historical importance, and I am proud to have 
been entrusted with its revitalization, as well as to have created a new adjacent building that at once 
expands upon Rudolph's vision and adds to the architectural collage of the Yale campus.” lxii
The addition, called the Loria Center, “features a wide array of teaching and lecture rooms as 
well as office space and gathering areas that will enhance the already strong connections between 
students and faculty. The building also includes a new street level cafe and outdoor terraces with 
previously unattainable views of Rudolph Hall and the New Haven skyline.”lxiii  Rudolph Hall and the
Loria Center are stitched together on the ground floor with the new Haas Family Arts Library, which 
will “become the physical and intellectual center for pursuit of research, teaching and learning in the 
arts at Yale.” The library features a two-story atrium that marks and reveals the seam between old and
new. Gwathmey artfully solved the issue of lack of handicap accessibility due to the multiple floor 
levels and irregular floor to floor heights. In the renovation, Rudolph's signature conversation pits 
were leveled in such a way that the design revealed the act.
At the seam where the new building meets the old, the front circulation core, the issue of 
irregular floor to floor heights is resolved with ramps. Mechanical, plumbing and electrical systems 
were replaced feeding to a new service and bathroom core at the rear of the addition. The Gwathmey 
project elegantly solves many problems of the original Rudolph building while also doubling the 
square footage of the complex. The one arguable weakness of the project is the form and materiality of
the addition's facade, though a more suitable; being a very difficult task, a more appropriate treatment
is hard to imagine. “Charles Gwathmey's design, carried out with both great sensitivity and a deep
knowledge of Rudolph's aesthetic intentions, provides a valuable example to others
who plan to restore Modernist structures, a subject of increasing importance today.”
Robert A.M. Stern, current Dean of Yale School of Architecture.
Orange County Courthouse by E,E&K
In the late 1990's, the original Rudolph courtrooms at the Orange County Government Center 
were deemed unfit and an addition was commissioned, designed by E,E&K Architects, since acquired 
by Perkins Eastman.  The architects were primarily concerned with creating a design appropriate to 
the local context that would appease the local community.lxiv  The materials, red 'town brick' with glass
and aluminum curtain walls, were chosen to match the local context. The addition respects the 
original government center by engaging minimally, connecting only at the northwest corner 
intersection of Divisions 2 and 3. The project did not include any scope within the Rudolph building. 
While the design succeeds in preserving the original buildings, the lack of engagement and 
reorientation of the main entrance leaves the Rudolph building vulnerable.
University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth by designLAB architects, 2000's
An addition to and renovation of the UMass  Dartmouth library was undertaken by 
designLAB architects in the late 2000's. The original Rudolph interiors were gut renovated and 
portions of the building exterior were wrapped with a glass curtain wall to create open seating areas 
for students. The large swaths of flat glass, reminiscent of the International Style Rudolph so disliked, 
neutralize the dynamism of the exterior forms and allow uninhibited entry of direct sunlight.
Orange County Government Center (Preliminary Proposal) by designLAB architects
In 2012, designLAB architects, the firm that performed the renovation of the library at Umass 
Dartmouth, were asked to prepare a proposal for an expansion of the Orange County Government 
Center. The design was presented to the members of the local government and tentatively approved in
early 2014. The program of the current approved proposal includes: offices for the Executive and 
District Attorney, Human Resources Department, a Community Center and a public cafe. The 
addition would total approximately 60,000 square feet for a total increase of 30,000 square feet. The 
total cost is projected at $67 million. The proposal calls for demolition of Division 2, which suffered 
the most storm damage in late 2012, has undergone the most interior reconfiguration and does not 
feature a dramatic public atrium as do the other two wings. Divisions 1 and 3 are to be gut renovated 
and the interiors reconfigured. The addition in place of the demolished Division 2 would be clad with 
glass curtain walls, which in one scheme are shown to be wrapping around the south elevation of 
existing Division 3, as was done at the UMass library.lxv
A new monumental stair would lead up to a new entrance on the west facade of the addition. 
This scheme would reorient the entire site to the back, leaving Rudolph's grand entrance unused and 
vulnerable to further deterioration and/or future alterations. The glass curtain wall wrapping the main
south elevation of Division 1 neutralizes the formal dynamism and vitality that is the signature of 
Rudolph's work.
The Gwathmey Siegel project at Yale successfully and elegantly solves technical issues on the 
interior of the Rudolph building, with minimal demolition and reconfiguration, while also doubling 
the square footage.  The addition to the Orange County Courthouse also intervenes minimally while 
satisfying only the need for expansion.  The designLAB project at Umass Dartmouth, and their 
proposal for the Orange County Government Center, are both aggressive schemes that prioritize the 
aesthetic issues and public disfavor.  None of the four designs studied addresses the highly 
changeable nature of the program, as government functions frequently restructure and expand or 
contract. Such a program requires internal flexibility to allow future reconfiguration of interior spaces,
as well as external flexibility in anticipation of the need for future expansion.
VI. Developing a Counter-Language for Adapting and Adding to Modern Architecture
When the functionality of a work of architecture wanes, it is helpful to identify the 
contributing forces and factors.  There are external, unavoidable forces: 1. social & cultural change, 
changing styles and 2. technological innovation, obsolescence of systems upon which the building 
depends.  There are also internal factors and intrinsic limitations of the architecture.  Program changes
require reconfiguration and expansion.  In the example of Brutalist Architecture, elements 
characteristic of the style itself prevent the buildings evolution, including: low floor-to-floor heights, 
overly-determined, highly specific spatial configuration in plan, multiple, subtle and irregular changes
in floor level, and massive concrete construction.  
Once the factors effecting a particular building have been identified, a counter-language can be
developed.  Each limitation should be met with an equal and opposite element that allows more 
flexibility.   Limitations should also be dealt with in a way that makes them transparent and integral to
any design intervention.  Adaptations and additions should, with an appropriateness that respects the
existing architecture as much as possible, be conscious of the need for flexibility and should anticipate 
future reconfigurations and expansions.  The intervention should selectively highlight strengths, 
transparently strenghthen weaknessess, while embracing and transforming limitations of the existing 
building. 
VII. Distilling and Implementing a Design Methodology
         for Adapting and Adding to Modern Architecture
In his Six Determinants of Architectural Form,lxvi Paul Rudolph outlines the buildings' 
environment or site context, functional aspects, region of site, material, “peculiar psychological 
demands of building or place,” and the spirit of the times, as the six determining factors in the 
creation of a work of architecture. The Orange County Government Center certainly expresses a spirit 
of its time, though its success in meeting the remaining five factors is questionable in hindsight. 
Following Rudolph's outline, this thesis proposes Six Determinants for Adapting and Adding 
to an existing work of Modern Architecture as follows:
1. Flexibility –  Embrace impermanence; Encourage changeability.
2. Transparency - Emphasize limitations and make solutions integral to the design.
3. Contrast - Meet inflexibility with flexibility and vice versa; ephermal with eternal, etc.
4. Balance - Between specificity and vagueness; completion and openness.
5. Evolution – Selectivly strengthen weakness, highlight strengths and transform limitations.
6. Respect – Existing tectonics, logic and language; Respond appropriately.
In the following design proposal it is assumed that the Government Center will retain its 
original program.  The design adopts the new program and square footage outlined by the current 
proposal by designLAB architects.
Adapting Rudolph 
Highlight strengths, strengthen weaknesses and embrace / transform limitations, while respecting 
existing tectonics and language.
Responding to Intrinsic Limitations
The design proposal focuses on rehabilitation of the existing courtyard, which was originally 
intended to be a gathering place for events and was contoured with dramatic spilling steps. This space
holds great potential to revitalize the Rudolph building and serve once again as the hub of activity on 
the site. The courtyard steps, now buried beneath earthen mounds, are replaced with a series of large-
scale, grand ramps, in an attempt to not only solve but embrace the issue of handicap accessibility to 
the multiple floor levels. Some existing steps are incorporated in the new design, signifying an 
important original element that is now impeding optimal functionality. Rudolph believed changes in 
floor level and ceiling height had a profound effect on the psychology of the inhabitant and this is 
respected in the design. The courtyard is enclosed with a glass roof – concave in form to shelter 
portions of the Rudolph buildings from weather and conspicuously, symbolically direct water to a 
collection area away from the buildings. A glass curtain wall encloses the sides,
tucked behind the main entrance canopy. The courtyard is reinvigorated with new paving, greenery
and seating for the cafe.
The design intervention both acknowledges and encourages inevitable future needs for 
reconfiguration and renovation; it matches the inflexibility of Rudolph's work with an equal and 
opposite level of flexibility, while working within the existing design logic.  The structure for the 
courtyard is composed of minimal steel columns set along the existing 18-foot structural grid of the 
buildings.  Each column is encased in concrete at the bottom and painted exposed steel at the top, 
symbolizing  mediation, and the transition from Rudolph's massive concrete to the lighter, Miesian 
addition.  The columns support steel trusses angled down towards the center of the courtyard to 
direct rainwater.  Columns are oriented, employing Rudolph's method, to imply the flow of space.  A 
wide ramp runs from the existing grand entrance canopy, westward up to the new entrance to 
Division 2 and through to the addition.  This ramp echoes the long, wide entrance ramp (originally a 
grand stair) that feeds beneath the existing entrance canopy to the Division 3 entrance.  
Aside from the columns and ramp, all added elements are flexible or changeable.  The 18-foot-
wide glass panels that compose the roof are retractable.  Rudolph employed clerestories throughout 
the building because he preferred controlled, indirect natural light to the unencumbered, direct light 
found in Miesian buildings.  The glass roof panel is to be equipped with shading devices.  
The adaptation should respect and work within the existing tectonics and design logic of the 
Rudolph work.  Rudolph subtly employed proportion and orientation of columns along the 18-foot 
grid to direct or 'imply' space.  The majority of the columns are rectangular and oriented along the 
North-South axis, emphasizing the strong axiality of the building.  However, in select locations, the 
columns are oriented along the East-West axis, implying a static interior space.  These aberrations are 
found in the large courtrooms of Division 3, as well as the former small courtrooms of Division 2.  The
courtrooms of Division 2 no longer exist – at some point in the buildings history the partitions were 
removed and the spaces converted to small offices.  The proposed design capitalizes on this 
aberration, siting the entrance to the addition within this bay; it employs Rudolph's method of using 
column orientation to imply movement of space. A new East-West axis is created, along which the 
addition and future expansion can flow.  
As the addition will accommodate the need for expansion, the renovation of the Rudolph 
buildings can be minimal.  A ramp is introduced to the northeast corner of Division 1, providing 
access from the courtyard to the elevator of the building, eliminating the need for excessive wheelchair
lifts.  Division 2 contains few elements original to the Rudolph design as it was reconfigured to 
accommodate more offices.  Any non-original elements are removed from Division 2.  All new 
architectural elements introduced to the interior of Division 2 are flexible and allow for quick 
reconfigurations of the space.  Division 2 houses public programs of cafe and community center.
Responding to External Forces: 
Rudolph's work was aesthetically & stylistically out-of-fashion soon after completion.  It is 
extreme in it's dynamism, intensity, specificity and massiveness.  In order to create balance and 
tension, the proposed intervention swings to the opposite pole; the language and forms express 
stillness, calmness, openness and lightness.  
Many, if not all, of the technical failures of the Rudolph building resulted from deferred, 
piecemeal maintenance.  Well-planned, timely and complete repair and replacement campaigns, 
particularly of the roofing, flashing and site drainage systems, would greatly improve and extend the 
buildings functionality.  Similarly, had mechanical, electrical and plumbing systems should be 
replaced at end of service life.  The design proposes moving mechanical and other equipment from the
bottom floor of Division 2 to a new mechanical hub on the third floor of the building, tying into the 
mechanical spine of the addition.  Replacement of the site drainage system may prevent flooding of 
the site but relocation of equipment is also essential.   
Adding
Highlight strengths, strengthen weaknesses and embrace / transform failures, while respecting and 
responding to existing tectonics and language.
Responding to Intrinsic Limitations
The Orange County Government Center, was always too small for program requirements; as 
program changed during the design phase, the spatial configuration in plan never functioned 
optimally.  The highly specific plan configuration, with a relatively narrow eighteen-foot wide 
structural grid, and use of concrete interior partitions, are all intrinsic elements that prevented the 
building from evolving alonside its changing programmatic needs.  The addition accommodates the 
need for expansion and anticipates the need for future expansion.  The initial program will be 
government offices but the design will allow for reconfiguration and program and office structure 
evolve.  The interior of the addition matches the inflexibility of the Rudolph buildings with an equal 
and opposite flexibility.
As in the adaptation, where Rudolph's work is dynamic, formally complex, specific and 
massive, the addition is correspondingly sedate, simple, open-ended and light.  The addition grows 
westward from Division 2, along the new East-West axis established within the X structural bay of 
Division 2.  It bridges across the existing ravine to a large empty site, anticipating need for future 
expansion.  The addition is raised on pilotis about 15-feet above grade, due to the tendency of the site 
to flood.  The addition consists of a central circulation spine, within the X structural bay, with a 
mechanical spine above that runs from the mechanical equipment hub above Division 2 and supplies 
the offices below.  The offices are set along the North and South sides of the spine, growing towards 
the new site to the Southwest in anticipation of future expansion.
The addition is anchored on the Southwest quadrant with another entrance, the main entry for 
the District Attorney offices and County Executive offices.  The entry echoes the existing long and 
wide entrance canopy and ramp of the Rudolph design.  These offices have a separate parking area in 
the Southwest quadrant.  
The addition extends the architectural language used in the design of the renovation of the 
courtyard and Division 2.  Columns are articulated as those supporting the glass courtyard roof, their 
orientations varied to imply flow of space.  As the addition marches west, the structural system 
initially follows the 18-foot grid of the Rudolph design, then progresses to wider bays requiring longer
spans.  
As in the courtyard, the addition is flexible where Rudolph is inflexible.  South and West 
facades would be detailed so as to allow for future removal and 'plug-in' additions.  The designs of 
these facades would be articulated in such a way as to make this explicit.  
Responding to External Forces
Rudolph's aesthetic is today out of fashion and public favor.  The formal language to use for 
the addition's facade is the most difficult problem faced in this a design exercise.  The Gwathmey-
Siegel addition at the Yale A+A building attempts to match the strength or level of interest of the 
Rudolph building while remaining somehow deferent.  It is the least successful aspect of the project 
but an admirable attempt.  Contrastedly, the designLAB project at Umass Dartmouth wraps the 
Rudolph building with a flat, glass curtain wall.  This provides a pleasant and delightful visual 
contrast but neutralizes and thereby weakens the forceful, dynamism of Rudolph's work.  It is a 
compromise, an easy contemporary solution that is successful in appeasing the general public.  Their 
proposal for the Orange County Government Center, which again wraps the most dynamic facade 
with a flat glass curtain wall, would likely have a similar effect and reception.  
In the course of this design exercise both solutions were considered – to abut Rudolph at a 
comparable level of dynamism or to swing to a pole opposite Rudolph with an extreme absence of 
dynamism.  A third solution, a facade design that would surpass Rudolph with a more complex, 
violently dynamic formal language.  This, though, an exciting prospect, would not be realistic, feasible
or appopriate to the local context and program.  Ultimately, while decidely inappropriate when used 
to wrap a facade as dynamic as that of Rudolph, this design proposes that the sedate, Miesian glass 
curtain wall would be an elegant formal solution for the facade of the adjacent, juxtaposed addition.  
While Rudolph himself had a strong distaste for such architecture, his commitment to problem-
solving might allow him to follow the logic behind the design decision.  
The use of highly contrasting materials and language provides a strong counter-balance to 
Rudolph's work.  As Rudolph's work accrues age-value, it will hopefully be tolerated and even 
appreciated by the general public.  Should massive, concrete, expressive architecture return to fashion,
the Rudolph building will augment the contrasting addition. 
A mechanical room runs atop and along the circulation spine of the addition allowing for ease 
of access to the entire length of the MEP systems, for inevitable repair and replacement.  It is lined 
with clerestories providing controlled, indirect light to the offices beneath.  
Conclusion
Architects must be cognizant that certain programs are more prone to rapid changes and will 
need to expand and change more frequently, for example healthcare, government, education, 
museums, etc.; the level of flexibility of the architecture should reflect the anticipated evolution of the 
program.  The more present-day problems an architectural work attempts to solve, the more resistant 
it will be to evolution, as problems themselves multiply and evolve.  Modern architecture was born 
alongside the industrial revolution, the factory aesthetic and war-fueled technological booms. As 
architecture becomes increasingly entwined with and dependent upon technologies, systems and 
materials that have shorter lifespans, buildings themselves are in danger of obsolescence.
Works of the avant-garde make emphatic statements in hopes of inciting change, participating 
in a new, aberrant conversation and promoting better living through progress.  Ironically, these works 
light the very fire that will be their own demise; the avant-garde is the force that leaves obsolescence 
in its wake.  As culture evolves, works of the former avant-garde are left moored to their moment and 
subsequently have a shorter shelf-life than works of the mainstream. However, the statements of the 
avant-garde, though anchored to a specific moment in time, do not lose meaning in entirety. To the 
contrary, culture cycles in an ever-expanding spiral, with repetitions and differences; it oscillates 
between affinities to the ideal and to the real. The critiques and architectural principles championed 
by late 1960's modern architecture have relevance today and will be relevant, though in a different 
sense, again in the future.
While modern architecture continues and will continue to hold value and meaning for our 
society, myriad forces are working against its durability.  We must therefore carry it into the future, 
not as a relic but with renewed functionality and significance. The solution can be found in learning to
appropriately and efficiently adapt and add to modern architecture as needs change and technologies 
improve. This should be done in such a way that the conflicts met in the struggle to contemporize 
modernist works not be hidden but celebrated and made integral to the design. As a result, an entirely
new architecture can be created that is richer in meaning and succeeds in meeting the increasing 
complexity and accelerating flux of contemporary life.  A truly radical work side-steps the cycle of 
obsolescence, preserving architecture by declaring it infinitely adaptable.
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